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Burke, Greeley Head
Freshman Orientation

Sophomores Brian Burke, left., and Paul Greeley to bead
Fretlhnlf'n Orientation Committee in fall.

Sophomores Brian Burke and
Paul Greeley have been selected Chairman and Assistant
Chalnnan respectively o( Freshman Orientation Week this
September announ~ Father
Henry Murphy, Dean o( Admissions.
Burke, an accounting major,
hails from Bayonne, New Jersey, He cites his previous work
as chairman of fund raising
(or the Football Club as pre-paratlon (or the immense chal·
lenge o( Freshman orientation,
Greeley, a native o( Spring-

Interfaith Panel Lauds
Vatican I I Documents

field, Mass., is currently majoring in English at Fairfield. He
feels that the experience he has
gained as a member of the Stu·
dent Legislature and of the
Glee Club will be invaluable
aids in preparing a success(ul
week.
The pair of sophomores have
conferTed with Bart Franey
who ran last year's orientation.
They plan to use basically the
same format but with definite
innovations and improvements,
When asked why he desired
chairmanship (or this event,
Burke replied: "It is something
that everyone in the class looks
forward to. I believe thal it

will provide good experience
and be personally fulfilling."
"The success o( the week will
hinge greatly upon the support
o( my fellow classmates. Com.
plete co-operatlon is necessary
because o( our limhed time for
organizing the week and because we will ha\'e to handle
the largest Freshman class in
the history or the university."
Chairmen for specific events
have not yet been chosen. Any
sophomore who is Interested in
heading a committee is asked to
contact either Mr. Burke in
Campion 409 or Mr. Greeley in
Gonzaga 312 before the Easter
recess.

The "Protestant ethic" was with Its emphasis on individual- pointed out that two attitudes
must be present for the ecumen
""'The Council, according to Dr. leal movement to achieve its
Union Theological Seminary,
Bennett, has been bene6cia1 to goals. First, a "generous" atti·
speaking at last Thursday's Vattude, a "great (eellng of gratiIcan Council panel discussion both Protestants and CathoUcs. tude to God for what has hapwtlich marked the publication The Protestants saw that the pened", II a necessity.
The Vel')' He,'. AIe.'l[fUIder Schmemann, center, addl'ellllCS
of The Doeurn9ta of Vatk:aa "Church could be refonned",
lU1dkn('e Il8 ."r. BerlrlUld, S. I., rlcht, and MAttr. tlJcIiDs
while
Catholics
saw
reform
u
11. Dr. John C. Bennett also
(}oatlDued on Pace 8
look on.
said, that "what is good for the corning "through a greater appreciation
of
the
Bible."
Catholics is good for us.."
Dr. Bennett was assisted In
The Protestant leader, rethe evening symposium by Fr. c a II i n g personal experience,
Donald R. Campion, S.J., of said the mystery and power of
AJDe.r1ea. Mr. Martin H. Work the Roman c:hurch impressed
of the National Council of Cath- him whenever he saw a crowd
olic Men, and Msgr. George G, of Catholics ccuting out of
Higgins of the National Catholic Mass.. It also gave him a "sense
Welfare Conference Social Act- of fear," he explained.
Kevin McGovern will battle The two posts of off<ampus and didates for their five spots as
iOn DepartmenL
"The Council, especially," said
The afternoon session featured Dr. Bennett, "has dispelled this Terry 5mJth (or the presidency at-large representatives have al- on-campus representative. They
Fr. Walter M. Abbott, S.J., gen- (ear and now I am glad to see of the Student Government in ready been secured by Robert are Michael Bocchini, James
eral editor of The Document. large numbers of Catholics the election scheduled for Tues- Rollaner and Gerry Grady, re- Dirksen, J 0 h n Grandinetti,
spectively.
James Geraghty, Vincent Renof vaUean D, Very Rev, Alex- taking part In O1urch services." day, April 26,
In summary, Dr. Bennett
Three SOPhomores, Paul GreeResponse was a little better zoni, Joseph Ricci, Thomas
Wisnieski, Anthony Palumbo.
said that, in times past a ley, Fred Lucey, and Marty among Ole undcr-classmen.
typical Protestant belief was Murray, have declared themThe Class o( '68 has len canConUnued on Pace S
"what was good for Catho- selves candidates for the p o s i - I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = _
lics was bad for them.'· Now, tlon o( vice-president. To demore believe the opposite.
termine which two will be the
"We are glad we have dis- ultimate candidates, a primary
covered the people of the will be held Thursday. April 2l.
c:hurch," he stated.
This primary will also reduce
The Very Rev. Alexander to seven the number of students
Schmemann c a II e d Vatican roning (or on-campus represenCouncil II a "miracle", saying tative for each o( the freshthat this is the only explana- man and sophomore classes.
tion (or the event "against the
Fourteen posts will go un·
dark background of our times". contested or unfilled because
Rt. Rev. Mltgr, G. 0, Ulgglns He said the workings o( the of the low number or appliHoly Spirit were clearly seen cants. James Nicksa Is the only
ander Schmemann Dean of Sl. in the person of Pope John nominee for treasurer and In
Vladimir's Orthodox Theological XXIII,
the Junior Class. whcre seven
SCmlnary, Fr. C. J. MeNaspy,
Speaking at the afternoon positlons on the Legislature are
S.J" Associate EdltOl' of Amerl. panel session, Father Schmem- available, there are only five
ca, and Most Rev, Walter W. ann explained that ecumcnlsm candidates.
Curtis, Bishop o( Bridgeport.
The three candidates (rom
must be present (or the ecumen·
Dr, Bennett also said that titudes - an open gratitude this class, Ronald Bosco, Reter
SHAKESPEAREAN ACTOR, l\lonia Carno,..ky, wbo rethe Catholic social· economic "for what the Holy Spirit has Odium, and Richard Peck, are
ceived a slandlng ovation before an audience of 800 at Fair·
teaching with its emphasis on given us and concern for the already asured o( victory sinee
field Unh·ellllty following hJs lootnre-demonSh'aUon, "The
subsidiarity, the common good, meat of Divine and human the clus II permitted three.
Actor va. 8.baIr.eapeare," laat week, cIt.euUes acting tecb·
and human rights has been su- knowledge."
No day·hops applied (or the
DIques wttll Ian De VrIea, aad Mrs. David Backey &lid Mn.
perior to the "Protestant ethic"
Father Schmemann a Iso two lee.ts available to them.
Joao Gottl.
labeled as belna "uncertain"
by the president of New York's

McGovern vs. Smith
For Gov't Presidency

THISTA&

Let Us Continue
Two impreaain aDd 10ftI'·
awaited eYeDb, the fin. of their
kiDcl at Fairfield, han occurred
duriDa the pUt week. We feel
that they foresbadow a cballl'e
in tbe caliber of Fair6eld Uni·
Yenity.
Forth. 6 .... time in the hia·
tory of tbe court, one .tudent
hal brought a cl....mate to trail
for • clear-cut infrinaement
upon hi. riahb. Thia ia truly •
....poue to the call that bas to
oftell been made for atudent reapoaaibility ami iDitiatiYe. We
hope that other .tudents will fol·
law the tiDe aample of .uch
mature aDd praiMworthy .ctiOlL
Also 1M the 6n1 time • maD

with ccmvictiOlU oppoaite thOM
of tbe Fairfield COlIIlDlwUty w..
invited to apeak OD campus. Dr.
Genoves., an .wowed Maniat,
Wal treated with steat respect
by .11 who attended hia diaau.ion, and h. himself hicbly regarded .11 those whom he addreued. The combination of mutual reaped and willinaneu to
diacu.. differences of opinion
added up to th. Wlique experience of • dialoaue OD Fairlield'.
campUl.

While it ia DOteworthy that
both theae e••Db han .occurred
for the fint time on our campua,
it would iDdeeci be rqrettable
if they were also to be the laaL

Letters To The Editor
Here We Go Again
To the Editor:
In replying to Mr. Cunningham's STAG article of March
2nd, I attempted to show that
he was not competent to interpret statistical data. In his
'March 24th letter to the editor,
he demonstrates that he is equally incompetent 88 a logician.
It was precisely because
"words have meaning" that
prompted my initial reply. Mr.
Cunningham wrote in the March
2nd article, "'The implication is
clear, and it is a clear condemnation of the Business department." According to Webster,
condemnation means, "To adjudge or pronounce to be unfit
for use or service." Naturally, I
look with displeasure on being
adjudged unfit for use or service. And the entire Business faculty stands condemned with me.
Not only that, but this condemnation is "clear," which means,
according to Webster, "Free
from doubt; certain; sure or
free-from qualification i absolute; entire." Thus, according to
Mr. Cunningham's words, there
is no doubt about the entire
Business faculty, they are unfit
for use or service. Of this, he is
absolutely sure. No qualifications. However, in his March
24th letter to the editor he
stresses that these were "speculations," "loosely, a guess,"
"conjectures ... cannot be definitely proved." Thus, it is his
"conjecture" or "guess," that
this is a "clear condemnation."
Never have I seen a more absurd
contradiction in terms. Understandable, perhaps with a high
school journalist, but for a College Philosophy major, trained
in IQfical reasoning, it is unforgivable.
lPerhaps Mr. Cunningham's
future conjectures will consider
the apparent contradiction in
table 16 on Academic Freedom.
Business Administration was
above the mean and ranked second only to Liberal Arts. Yet,
Mr. Cunningham states that another table indicates that we are
dogmatic! Perhaps he will spec-

ulate about table 12 on intellectual and Academic Development. Business Administration
was .11 points above the mean.
This table covers such items
as the generation of personal
values, creative development.
and intellectual stimulation!
Perhaps he will offer some loose
guesses about table 6 on Loyalty
and Pride. This table covers
such items as personal involvement, interest in the University,
and participation in its activities.
Business Administration scored
the highest in this category and
was the only division to be rated
moderately positive! Does this
really square with Mr. Cunningham's "speculations 1" Thus, we
have the cliche, "There are liars,
damned liars, and statisticians."
To this list we can now add
pseudo-intellectuals.
No one has made a better argument for censorship that Mr.
Cunningham himself. In his own
column of March 16th he states,
"The exaggerated approach is
likely to be written off as iIlconceived and bitter slur and so
no dialogue results ... For better than two years now this column has functioned under the
principle that the dialectic approach is the quickest and most
effective way to cause rethought and re-evaluation. Exaggerations have been made because their shock value was can·
sidered important:'
Mr. Cunningham's gross and
unwarranted "exaggerations" of
the Business department were
"ill-conceived." As well as his
"bitter slurs" upon Professor
Fitzpatrick, Dr. Pitt, Attorney
O'Brien, Mr. Barbano, Mr. Pinkman, Mr. Kunsch and myself_
Unfortunately, no simple apology can erase the seed of doubt
which he may have successfully
planted. I can cope with students with a jaundiced eye, but
it is difficult to defend myself
from a student with a prejudiced eye, who admittedly exaggerates for "shock value."
The disgrace is that I am called
upon to defend myself at all.
R. F. O'Neil
A..istaDt Profeuor
a.iDeA DepartmeDt
EDITOR'S NOTE: ...... Is &be IMt
Iener tllal; will be pablWled OD tills

-.

G. O. P. or Bust
To the Editor:
With the old cliche: "Now is
the time for all good men to
come to the aid of their party"
beginning to be heard throughout the country in lieu of the
forthcoming elections, many of
the so-called "good men" refuse
to join the traditional ranks of
their party. Notable among
these are SelUl. J. William Fulbright (D-Ark.) and Wayne
Morse (D-Ore.). leaders of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. With this visible yet unsightly rift in the Democratic
Party (a much larger rift than
just these two men), Edward J.
Bell and a host of other reputable political observers see a
great chance for House and Senate gains for the Grand Old
party this November. The disgruntled Southern Democrats
present a threat to party unity
and as the Vietnamese conflict
(to call it a "war" is supremely
naive) drags on and on and on
. . . most people are looking to
the G.O.P. for help in these unfortunate matters. Even our old
friend Mr. Morse recently astounded the nation when he remarked that he "would rather
see Barry Goldwater in the
White House" as he is "more
reasonable to deal with" than
his fellow super-liberal, L. B.
Johnson. Well, for once (and
only for once) I agree with the
senior Senator from Oregon concerning this intelligent observa·
tion and] believe that the Nov.
elections will prove to all that
the majority of Americans agree
with his remark also, much to
his chagrin and despair.
Enough said! With this soon
to be realized upsurge of the socalled "Radical Right" our Republic can look forward to a
bright future under responsible,
sensible, and fair government.
Yours for the upholding of
the Constitution,
J~e.R.CunmD8h~.'69

A Voice Crying
In The Wilderness
To the Editor:
In the recent peace demoDstrations in New York City various people were reported throwing eggs and debris at the
marchers. I do not question the
motives of these people, they
are clear and tenable. Neither
do I question their intelligence,
I think it is typical of the closedmindedness ·of uneducated persons who, through 00 fault of
their own, have not been schooled in a more rational manner of
expressing their ideas. I do, however, question the behavior of
some Fairfield students (sic) at
the recent lecture by Mr. Tom
Cornell. One would expect that
at such a lecture the student
would wish to explore Mr. Cornell's pacifism, and essentially
Christian position, with the candid open-mindedness that a college education is supposed to
produce. However, the questions

put to Mr. Corne]] at the lecture
were primarily negative ones
and specifically designed to put
him on the defensive. This, without any attempt on the part of
the student to establish in his
own mind a positive conception
of the true nature of pacifism.
Only at the subsequent discussion was the philosophy an·
alyzed.
This behavior, plus the periodical hissing and other ilTational
outbursts voiced at the lecture
convinced me al1 the more of
the failure of some students to
respond to or of some professors
to convey the spirit of openminded inquiry. Perhaps it is the
failure of the Catholic University to produce the proper atmosphere for such inquiry.
Whichever, it remains that the
students should be capable of
reviewing all ideaa, whether
they be Christian, Marxist, or
Conservative, and then reaching
A tenable and just conclusion.
Until that time has come, lectures by men such as Mr. Cornell are worthless to a great
many individuals on this campus. They would be as well oft'
standing on the streets of New
York and throwing eggs.
Sincerely,
JohD A. Marra, '66
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THE STA6

STAG INTERVIEWS
DR. GENOVESE
EDITOR'S NOTE: The STAG
reoonled Ute folJowtnc mter·
\'lew with Dr. GeaOWlMl after
he addrea8cd the Sopbomore
HODon Group on FrIcIQ.
AprU 1.

S t It. g: ProCessor Genovese,
since you are an avowed MarxIst, were you surprised at being
invited to speak at a Catholl<..

college campus?
I'rot. G e nove. e: No. I've
learned over the years that re.ligious groups are much moN.
wlUing to hear other viewpoint~

than groups that pride them
selves on their liberalism. I'd gf.
even further; it has been my ex·
perience that some of the mos.
politically bigoted people 1 haVE:
come up against are people
whom I would describe as ~
f6Sionally liberal
&tag: You have JuH 8Idabed
rlvt.nc a doled lecture, aad are
about to _peak at a eoffee bour
Were
there ..,. objeetlou
ral.ed by OW' AdmlDJs,tratloD to
your chine all open lecture?
Prot. Genovese: No.
Stae: You menUoned lD the
dl.8cUllllloD that you were 5W"
prised at tbe attitude of boUl

your faculty and admIn1lJtratloD
toward Ihe b8ue ral5ed In tile

New Jersey

f:lIOOtlOD

ooacernlr1&

)'our Marxist commitment. ami
your teachlDc posltloa. Would
you CIU'e to COIIUDeDt on that.

Stag: Do you feel that u
Prof. GenO\'ese: I think that
Ho Chi Minh came to power the Pope's word:;, both inside
In Viet Nam that COWIUy would the Western communist move·
become a puppet 01 Bed Cb1Da! ment and outside in Marxist
Prof. Geno\'ese: I don't think circles, were greeted extremely
there is any posibility of Its positively. and I think it would
.:leing a puppet regime unless be a mistake to think that this
.he American military power is was demagogic or opportunislsed in a way that it would tic. Rather 1 think this demon·
orce the total military depend- strates an openness that allows
-nee of Viet Nam on China. for parUcipation in reform by
[0 Chi Minh's history has ~n those who also are critical of
hat of an extremely independ- their society but do not share
'nt leader. But beside that, the with the Marxist many many
lietnamese have been fighting philosophical and political at'Ol' very many years against t1udcs..
.he French and the Americans
Sta«': Tbank you Prof. GertOmd I think it's extremely naive
~o believe that a people would
ltruggle under those conditions
merely to turn the country
:lver to somebody else.

v_

Stq': Prof_r. dlU"lDc tile
»urtoe of the dIIcuMIoa you
Jquated the capltaUsUc 5Ptem
A1th barI:tariaaJm:I What did
IOU mean by tlI15!

Prof. GeQO\-eee: To put It in
'cry simple terms. I think the
lotion that the economic where-v1thall of a society as advanced
ulturally and technologically
'.S our own should be owned
ly a handful of the populatlon
s monsterous. BUl beyond this,
. think the tendencies that flow
'rom this, involving intemaUon" elq)loltation and war, and an
'position to legitimate revolu'lonary developments abroad.
md the willingness to tolerate
~xtensive poverty In a country
'hat has the means to wipe it
)lJt quickly, all add up to a
"arbarous regime.
Stag: CouM you teU ... bow
Pope JobIt XXQ['. eneydlcal
"Pacem In Tents" wu neeI\'ed
'Jy the Westem commUDlltsT

Prot. Geao\·e.e: I had IlSSwnec.
at the beginning that the
faculty would be very strong
and the administration would
be very weak. But in my care
the faculty was largely passive,
and seemed willing to let ~
administration and the politIcians handle things. The result was that if abdicated an»
independent role in educating
thc comunity as to what a unl
vcrslty is and what its attitude
l'hould be toward the university
Conlinued from I'.ge 1
On the other hand the adminis
tration took a very principled John Reidy and John Stacks.
position and maintained it in
Larry CzajkowskI will be the
the face of very many pres"lnly day-hop running, even
sures and blows.
though there are two positions
&llIg: .'rofellsor, what lI!I )'O\lr
Morrisse~', Thomas M 0 y lon,
IWi:!ltlon OD Viet Naill?
available. Douglas Johnson Is
Pl'1)f. Genovese: I'm utterly
lhe one at-large candidate.
against the war, and I'm for
The freshman. too, have ten
American withdrawl and I hope candidates from on-campus.
to see a regime established in They are Stephen cane. An_
a united Viet Nam that will
be left wing and that will guarantee the military nutrality of
the country.

Dr. Genovese beJDc tntervlewed by STA.G reporter . . Mr,
Petry looks OL

Club Founded To
Discuss Current Affairs

Efforts are currently being
made to form an lDtematiOftaI
Relatloll.<i Ctub at Fairfield. The
main purpose of this club will
be to provide an opportunity
for the Fairfield student to
gain a greater awareness of
and appreciation for current
Issues.
According to Bill Koscher
who Is organizing the club, "All
of us realize the Importance 01
being informed; it Is not only
a precious right that we have
but also a tremendous responsibility, especially for educated
men. Unfortunately, campus
life is not conducive to keeping
abreast of what goes on in the
outside world. campus Ufe is
detached, and it Is all too easy
for the student to fully immerse

himself in academic, athletic,
and social activities. Yet, a
knowledge of current issues is
a crucial part of an Individual's
education, one that should not
be neglected."
The club will not be demandIng. Only two meetings are
planned for each semester. At
these meetings topics of current
interest will be discussed. Some
possible topics are the selective
service, the Viet Nam situation. and the controversy over
the admittance of Communist
China inlo the United Nations.
Strong support from every
class is desired. The Executive
Board or officers has been set
up in such a way that each

class will have representatives
in the actual organizational
machinery. This will give every
class a vested interest in the
dub, and will allow members
to advance in the club, preparing them to take on more
responsibility as (!ach preceeding class graduates.
The club's first meeting was
held last Thursday, and the
response was cxtremely en·
couraging. It is hoped that this
club will eventually embrace
the entire student body. The
second meeting win be held
after Easter. Signs will be
posted. Students desiring furlher infonnation should contact
Rill Koscher, '67, in Regis 421.

McGovern Vs. Smith

Stae: Wbat, W8S the ortpDaJ
~tatcDll.:at you. made that caoaed

IlUCh

&

OOIltl'O\-enyf

Prof. Geooveae: The two lines
Ihat were quoted were: '''Those
of you who know me know that
I am a Marxist and a soclalist.
Therefore, unlike my colleagues
here this evening I don't regret
the impending victory of the
Vietcong, I welcome it... I might
add that this statement was
made during a discussion where
my colleagues were advocatinc
withdrawal on the grounds that
we had made such a mess of
the situation that the cure
would be worse than the disease. My remarks were designed to indicate that I
thought this regime would be
a positive factor. American
troops when I made the remark, were not even involved.;
we had only advisors (according
to the fiction).

thony Callahan, Thomas Colucci, Edward Frey, William
Gulick, Richard Makse, Michael
John Mullen and James Rene.
Although there are two spots
for day-hops in the Legislature,
Thomas Franko Is the only candidate.
William Brennan is the only
at·large candidate, and none of
the off-campus students are
seeking election.

English

'1fQtha*

\.

Colonial Barber Shop
788 • POST ROAD,
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
(Next to Howard Johnsons)

"George" Thome,

the All Purpose
Men's Lotion

"Chip" Meuenger

Proprietor

Meneger
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I

2 oz. ullbreakabl.e bqUle of famous fnnh!lh1.t900~
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R. C. WITTEN CO. INC" 1700 York Ave., N. Y. 10028
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THE STAa

April 6, 1966

drama

Superman: SpiaH
By VlDeeat 0UnlI0

The new

musical

scratch. They chose to concoct a song rhyming "A & P" with
"U's a a 10 time Nobel Prl2e losing confonnit)'. There are also

bird . . . It's a plane . . . It's mad scIentist trying desperately

Supennan" crash landed at the
Alv:ln Theater the other night,
leaving very few signs of life
around the wreckage. A quickie
attempt to cash in on the current craze for comic book
heroes, "Superman" is unoriginal and slipshod in treatment
throughout.

The musical is a most excit_
ing theatrical Conn because it
uses lotal theater, that is, all
the technical resources that
theater has at its command,
to bring olf its etrect. Few
people have tried to exploit the
potential of the musical form
for saying something profound,
however, musical comedy has
I)roduced some delightful fluffs
of frivolity, which is tine, for
after all theater does not have
to be weighty to be of value.
The Idea of building a musical comedy around Superman
and his ever-loving girl-friend
Lois Lane Is no more ffighUy

than the basic plot ideas behind a hundred other musicals.
The only drawback with Superman is that he has no specific
Superman legend which goes
with his image and, consequently, it was ne<:essary that the
creators of the show construct
a story around him from

• The Paulist father is a modern
man in every sense of the word. He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary
ways to work with, for and amona:
100 million non·Catholic Amer·
icans. He is a missionary to his own
people-the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to fulfill his mission, is encouraged to
call upon his own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal.
• If the vital spark of serving God
through man has been ignited in
you, why not pursue an investiga·
tion of your Iffe as a priest? The
Paulist fathers have developed an
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most impor·
tant decision 01 your life. Write for
it today.

NllilGNAl VOCATIONS DIRECTOR
PA!JlIST FATHERS
415 WEST 5Sth STREET
NEW YOnK, N.Y. 10019

to do away with Superman in
orner to get revenge on the
world.
The problem with the show
. th at .It relies on hackneyed
IS
. .
p IagJaflsm
to move itself along.
There are recognizable snippets
from dozens of other shows in
"SufI('rman," to which no
aginative hand has been applied.
For instance, the composer
and lyricist of this show also
did "Bye Bye Birnie." Do you
remember a number called "We
Love You Conrad" from that
show, in which a group of teen.
agers sang to a rock n' roll idol
in front of Sweet Apple City
Hall while they did a twist? In
"Superman" a group of teen·
agcrs sing "It's Superman" to
our comic book Idol in front of
the Metropolis Nuclear Fission
Plant while lhey do a frug. Or
do you remember Rosemary.
thc secretary who aspired to
New Rochelle housewifery in
"How to Succeed"? In "Superman", Lois Lane is a reporter
looking for a man with whom
she can settle down "In some
small suburban town." At the

h.
,3 C IP on my
shoulder
I

By Steve JIIlSd

flashing legends ("Sweet
O1arity"), a compartmentaliSearching

zed box set ("Bye Bye Birdie"),

miniature pup pet s ("Baker,
When I arrived al Fairfield in the Fall of 1963, 1 had preStreet") and on and on.
I conceived notions concerning the natu .. of a Univ.rsity, tho
The only thmg "Sun<>nnan"I'
courses I would take, the ...
~ition,
On which I would ,tand. With
...~
y~
does right, is to occasionally the beginning of the semester. I found that these static ideas
rely on funny character lines' had to be jetisoned in favor of a more open-minded outlook.
~d bits. Th.us .the Mad sCienj
Toward the middle of the semesler my roonunate was retist has a hJlanous song about quired to write a composition on one word which he would
all the "cheap gooks" he has; choose himself. The word he chose was "searching". It was,
lost the Nobel Prize t?, and perhaps, the one word that became, for me, the theme of
Superrna:n does a dehghtful education. When the high school senior applies to a university,
dance. W!th the telephone booth he is searching for something, and when he gets there he expects
in which he constantly changes the answers. But the university, in a unique way does not oJler
::Iothes. Had the show worked the answers. It is the student who must evaluate the facts and
in such items continually, it arrive at his own conclusions. No longer does everything seem
might have succeeded. It is in so pat and perfect. No longer is the 'Universlt)' some place to
this way tha~ "Skyscraper" learn a set of facts for perfect living, stringing them along like
manages to thnve a good part a necklace of immutable principles guaranteed to please. It be.
of the. time. "Superm~" does comes, rather. an experiential life; a fact is tested, applied,
not thnve, however, and IS most- retained or discarded.
lY I tediousL and dull in its de0 perating
.
.ID thls context, nowever, has Its
.
.
disadvantages
'Ie op~n
and pitfaHs. Cynicism is the most tragic of these. The man
MUSical ~edy may not be, who sets out to search through experience, to examine and
worl~ shaking or deep, but like) evaluate all things, can find himself readily disagreeing with
a daiSY, it can have Its charm. the world around him. It is not difficult to disbelieve, to find
The bloom, however,. is definite- fault, to tear down rather than to build up. The cynic does not
ly otr this one. In trymg to make seek realities but preys on the perennial incongruilies of the
a fresh ~nd exci!-ing pop art world. He no longer searches for the enduring and worthwhile,
-:ollage W!th the tired hands of but for the imperfections that are readily perceivable.
the commercial hack "Super
' "
h
'f h'
The misanthrope goes through life the most unhappy of mell,
man, " creators have as Ion t for he no longer trusts in his own nature or in the nature of
._v_._n_in_g:'_,_lo_w_:pn~l~n~t~'h~e:-,:':n:gs:-_a_,:-a_·C'_popc.::,--,tr~a:',--,_m~.:"",-'
men. LJfe, humanity, the University take on a meaningless
connotation for him, for the foundation on whlch he could boJld
has been destroyed by his own pessimism.
Cynicism is the most tragic result of man's search in thc
university context, just as the cock-eyed optimist is the most
pathetic. He glides through life impervious to the real problems
that life offers to man's intellect. seeing the world as the best
of all possible worlds. he neglects his dUly as a man to perfect

1m:
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musIc
New Albums Appraised

By .11m O..Uo
Having now had the opportunity to supplement this
colunm with a radio show c.n
WVOF, I have found myself
placed very often in the position of record reviewer by interested listeners. Consequently,
I would like to devote this par·
ticular column to an appraisal
of a number of newly released
albums produced by popular
to semi-popular jazz artists.
1.) Da\'e Brubeck, My Favorite Things - Produced primarily as a follow-up to Brubeck's
very suceessful "Angel Eyes"
album, this is probably one of
the deadest, most commercial
a I bum s the Dave Brubeck
Quartet has yet produced.
Brubeck sounds positively morose, Morello and Wright don't
swing. and Desmond moves at
the fury of a death knell. This
is an album for Ole die-hard
Brubeck fanatic oll1y.
2.) lIorace Sliver, The cape
Verdean Blues. A tine of!'ering
shows J. J. Johnson teaming up
with the Horace Silver Quintet. The star of this album,
however, is Joe Henderson on
tenor sax. HendeI"SOn's unique
phrasing - although his tone
at times leaves something to
be desired - coupled with his
remarkable abiUti5 as a com·
poser, make him a valuable
asset to the quintet. J. J. John..
son plays not at his beat, but
even then, he Is far above most
of his counterparts. The rhythm
sectlon is a bit boring tn Its
persistence but all In all this
album is a necessary addition.
3.lErroll Gamer. A Night At
The Movies. It's been some time
since a new Gamer cut has
been released; however, the
vitality of this album makes

it well having waited forl
Gamer plays in his own in-1
lmitable style; straingly l"Yth.!
mie, percussJonistic left hand
and those now customary Gar~1
nerlan grunts. The selection is
far from original (As Tim
Goes By, I'll Get By, 3 o'clock
in the Morning, How Deep is'
the Ocean, etc.) but then again'
Olere is only one Erroll Gamer
and the Garner effect on such
standards is both interestlng
and largely entertaining. Very
fine.

it for himself an~ for posterity: .
.
Both the cymc and the optinnst are searchmg. They seek
to perfect the world in their own peculiar ways; the cynic by
destroying what exi<;ts and replacing it with an amoIllhous
state of suspended animation, the optimist by allowing the
opporlunity of leaVing his mark upon the world to slip by.
The cynic searches for something that he feels he will not
lind; the optimist searches for only those things that make his
world the optimum experience.
In order to search, however, one must be reasonably sure
of lindlng his quest. Without the search one can find nothing
beyond himself. Searching is an integral part of education; it
seeks the meaning of lhings, their relevance and their cogency.
Most of all, it is a positive activity aimed at focusing the
world and man in the mind's eye.

books

Fantastic Failure
Too Far to Walk

his quest for

an identity, (spec- identity. Having tested all these

iftcally one John Fist, a sophoA Novel by John Hersey
246 pages, $4.95; Alfred A. more at Sheldon College) Hersey traces the disiUusionment
Knopf 1966.
of
the college experience.
By Steve Judd
John Fist is seeking experi.
The novel focusing on the
ences; his life has been fiat and
collegc or boarding school has
unexciting. It lacks depth. To
flourished since the publication
of J. D. Salinger's The Catcher improve his experiential life,
In the Ryo. Very few of them therefore, Fist takes out a
have indicated any true insight short-teno contract (26 weeks:
into the world of dormitories one semester) with the devil.
~ten classes
and cinder The option to renew is his.
tracks. Jobn Hersey's new nov·
The "devil" arises from the
el. Too
to Walk, like its jaws of hell in the person of
counterparts, has failed magn1fi- Breed, a classmate of Fist.
cently in the attempt.
Through him, Fist nms the
Too Far to W-alk is definitiv- gamut of townies, petty theft,
Iy contemporary. Viet Nam, protest marches, an encounter
LSD, the identity crisis, and with the local prostitute, whom
over-achievers are all woven he brings home to Mummy and
Into the coarse material of Daddy, and, ultimately, lSD.
Hersey's book.
These experiences are all calIntending to trace the prob- culated to give Fist the experilems of the college student in ences on which to build his

Far

things, however, Fiat, according
to Hersey, haa learned that his
identity and the world of experience cannot be produced
artificially. It musl come from
within himself.
Yet Hersey has obscured this
fact arUully by implementing
a Faustian contexL He has obscured the legitimacy of his
work by failing to consider objectively and realistically the
life of a college student. Very
few, I believe, have taken out
con~$ with the' devil to
broaden experil!llce, nor do the~'
bring home the local prostitute
to meet their parents. Hersey
has been foiled by his own literary trick: he has failed to
make a real judgement on college life. Too Far to Walk is
too fantastic and ethereal to
make sense for the college
student.
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Bellarmine Lectures
Begins Jazz Series

Fairfield Debaters
To Appear On T.V.
Fairfield Seniors Frank Cunningham and Don King will
again appear on nationwide
television In a debate with the
team of Temple University. The
debate on the topic "Resolved
that Section 14 B of the Taft
Hartley Law be repealed" will

take place on WeBS' CoUep
Counterpoint at 2 p.m. on April
23.
The Fairfteld team defeated
Albertus Magnus 69-60 in their

last debate on January 29.

~

a result of their victory they
received a plaque and the right

Jazz musicologist Jay FnderIck, composer, arranger, Jyricist, pianist and teacher, who
at the age of 18 forfeited a
525,000 per year salary in a
family business to play with his
own trio at a 42nd Street "joint"
in New York, will present two
Tuesday evening jazz lecturedemonstrations, April 19 and
26, at 8 p.rn. in Gonzaga Auditorium, under sponsorship of
the Belannine Series.
He will be introduced by Mr.
Rudy Landry, assistant professor of English at the University.
Mr. Frederick, who is said to
be equally at home performing
in a concert hall with the New
York City Symphony or in a
night club playing jazz with
Louis Prima, will contrast jazz
with classical music and will
give his audience a basis for
criticizing jazz.
"Most people don't really hear
all therc Is to jazz:' he saId in
a recent Interview. His April
19 lecture, entitlc!(} "Rhythmic
Approach to Jazz," will Include
discussion of rhythmic foundation. improvisation and prln·
ciples of statement In jazz, elements of time, pulse, and meter.
and an audie~ demonstration
of "the pulse habit."
_

He will analyze various dance
rhythms - Charleston. bossa
nova, samba, rhumba, eM cha,
etc.. - and such subjects as jazz
articulation, syncopation, drama
in rhythm. and the "noise of the
drum solo:'
Brief tape recordings of such
jazz "greats"
as Thelonius
Monk, Dave Brubeck, Billy Tay.
lor, Marian McParUand, Errol
Gamer, BiU Evans (winner of
best jazz pianist.., 1965, critics
award), Teo Macero ()au artist
representative at Colwnbla Rec·
ords), and the Reverend John
Gensel, known in New York
jazz circles as the jazz pastor,
will be used for demonstration.
Mr. Frederick studied piano
and rhythm at the Jull.lard
School of Music. In 22 years of
teaching his pupils have ineluded Jack Urboot, author of
the best off-Broadway musical

I

of 1961-62, drummer Lou Bellson, voted number one musical
pereussionist in a nation poll,
Al Brundage, folk music director at the World's Fair, and
Claude Brown, author of lopselling book, "Mancbild in the
Promised Land" He also taught
for the government at the
Henry Street SetUement House
and at the Bronx Veterans'
Hospital.
Among Jay Frederick's pop.
uJar music compositions are
''We've Never Met," voted best
tunc in the country by "Bill.
board" magazine several years
ago, and "King of the Jungle,"
a rock and roll song. He has
composed and arranged for 20th
Century Fox and MGM, and for
educational films produced by
the Weston Woods Studios. He
Is presently teaching in a studio
in Weston.
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W v 0 F Marathon
To Help Blood Bank

The Fairfield University Radio
Station, WVOF, will hold a
to return for the octa-flnals.
broadcasting marathon in an
effort to raise the number of
donations of blood at the April
18 Blood Bank in Loyola HaU.
it was released today.
Bruce Jeannont, chairman of
the event. had this to say:
"WVOF will go on the air at
9:00 am. Sunday. April 17, and
will remain on the air until
Father Murphy says that it 12:00 midnight on Monday.
states that the tuition rate at
present is not enough to meet is too early to know how the Pledges may be phoned ln, and
the cost of our attelerated ex- raise will a1I'ect the nwnber of the donor's name will be an·
nounced over the air. What we
Incoming frosh.
pansion program.

hop<! to do is to raise the total
number of pints donated well
over the mark set last semester,
or, for that matter, over any
mark set thus far at the
school,"
It b: hoped that the event
wlJl take place ln a public spot,
rather than the WVOF studios,
so that all will be able to see
it taking place.
Jeannont. per hap s better
known as "BJ the OJ:' will be
the only OJ in the entire event
and will try to make the 39hour mark he has set for h1mleU.
Asked what the goal was for
the nwnber of pints of blood,
Jeannont replied, "'Ibe November 8th bank set a goal of 225
pints. We have set ours at 300
for the marathon. This Is certainly a small nwnber considerIng the total enrollment at Fair·
AssIsting Mr. Emerich with you wish the tickets and the field, and we hope to go well
production work are Bob Sher. numbed desired.. Write to Box over this mark. I know that the
wood.Paul Chenet, and Charles 390, Fairfield Uruversity.
students and faculty will not let
u.s down."
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Tuition

To

Be

Increased

To $1,400 For Class Of '70
.Recently the Administration
has agreed that a tuition raise
will be necessary to meet the
rising costs of maintaining and
expanding the University. Tbi&
raise will go into e1r'ect in the
Fall The Admin!straUon stated,
however, that it will a1I'ect only
the incoming freshman class of
'70. There will be no increment
of tuition for any of the upper
<.......
The increase will bring the
tuition up to $1,400 per year a two hundred dollar increase
in the present rate of $1,200.
(These figures do not include
the !l,(lOO room and board fee).
According to the Administra·
tion. the reason for the raise
Is twofold
1.) Good teachers must be
kept. With the government's
increased program of spending
in the field of education, state
universities are able to pay
their teaching staff higher aalarles. In order to maintain our
staff, salaries must be raised.
Also with the increasing number of students in the University
it Is necessary that more lay
teachers be hired. Their salary,
as that of the present sta1f,
must come from students' tui·
tlon. The present tuition rate
does not meet this need.
2.) The cost of expanding the
school must be met. A govern·
ment loan or grant covers
lhrcc-Quarters of the cost of
putting up a new building. The
other one quarter must be met
by the school. Again. seeing
lhat the school's only real
source of income besides that
of tuition dralns itself, ~
must fall back on student's
tuition. The Administration

Sh i ne

To Star In

First Campus Musical
Ed Shine, Fairfield '65, fonner
Glee Club soloist and student
,refect on Regis second floor,
..nil play the lead role of Starbuck in the Playhouse's forth·
::oming musical and fonner
Sroadway show "110 In The
3hade,"
The production is
meier the direction of Mr. Rob~rt G. Emerich and is the first
nusical to be staged by the
Player's Company in Its nine
year history here at Fairfield.
Other students from the Uni·
'1erslty who will perfonn in
various roles are Vincent Curcio
as H. C., Raymond Egatz as
~oah,
Stan Kobierowskl as
Toby. Bob Mann as Jim, Ed
Brady. Andrew Mollo, Richard
M a k s e. Joseph Larouche,
Georg Lawrence and Sean
Maloney. All In all, there are
some 23 members in one of
the largest casts ever to per:
fonn In a Playhouse production.
Miss Marjorie Rivlngston of
!'\few York. a professional act·
ress who has performed In many
'TIusicais throughout the United
<;tates, will play opposite Mr.
Shine as Lizzie CUrry. Mr. John
Fray. a local Fairfield lawyer.
will complete the triangle as
FIle.

Perfonnances of the play
eun.n.
will be at 8 p.rn. on Saturday

I.;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;.....,

April 30, Sunday May 1. and
Thursday - Swulay, May 5-8.
General admission price is
$2.75 and student tickets are
$1.75. 'Ibere will be a special
per!onnance for University students only on Thursday night.
April 28. All tickets for this
perfonnance will be !1.25 and
will go on sale Immediately
following Easter vacation. Tick·
ets for all other perfonnances
may be obtained by sending 1
name. address, dates for which

AND SAVEl
Enou9h lot Ih. whol. lomily

FOR HOME, SCHOOL OR
OFFICE Th.y co,' so littl.

_.........

BALL
PENS

~•.,....n..-...,.,....
MedhID Point

FiDI PoIott.-

_....Reg. 19t eadl

On~

$1.98 Il<>zen

.__......... Reg. 25t e.eIl
0011 $2.49 Dozen

Fairfield University
Bookstore
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Vatican II Panel

e-Uaued from P.,e 1

Secondly, a "petty" attitude,

which Fr. Sclunemann explains
'8 "concern not for general unity but rather overcoming one obstacle at a time:' must
be present so that the movement does not "fall into just
a feeling of love which is not
the full meaning of ecumeni.sm".
Fr. Abbott slroh&;ly criticized
the archdiocese of Los Angeles

as

for "equivalenUy eliminating
the high school student in that
diocese (rom the work of ecu- REo\'. DoaaId R. Cunplon. S....
menism promulgated by Pope
Paul and the Councu Fathers." pon:' rna)' pro'.. e a "dud." Mr.
Father Abbott's comments Martin H. Work said it is imwere in referebCe to a letter perative that the lay people
sent to the priDdpala of the of the Church accept the res·
archdiocesaD hlP IIdlools by ponsibility opened to them
Msgr. Dooald W. Montrose, by Vatican II.
Superintendent of SCbools. in
"1£ the Church is to become
which Msgr. Montrose stated, "'I relevant in today's world," he
would strongly advi8e against said, "it is primarily the task
placing lhis book (~tI of the 1aym8IL"
of VaUcaa. D) in the hands of
Mr. Work pointed out the

our students,"
The action was taken because the book contained "commentaries by non-Ca tholles and
would probably bring strong re-

Tbe Be,.. Waltu x. Abbott. s..I.. Ceaera1 ecUtor of ""rIte
Doeument.8 of VaUcaa U," slt'ooCly erlUdzoll the 1.01; All·
lI:'des ArclH1J_ for "eqaJnAeaU)' dlmlneUac" tile .....
scbool stDdeDu 1D that dIocMe from t.be ,,-orlt or _ _ &em
promulpkld by Pope Paul _d the COUIIdI Fatben...

'110 ice

fact that "the documents want
to identify themselves with the
rights of man." The most consoling thought from the Council
was that "what one does in the

In Memortanl

action (rom lay people to the
placing of such commentaries
in the hands of our students."

Father Abbott said the action
was "unfortunate and precipi.

tate."
"r detect fear in Msgr. Montrose's letter," stated Father
Abbott, "with regard to our
young people in the work of
ccumenism, even though an
EcwnenlcaI Council says this
work is for aD the Catholic
faithful accordlhll' to their capaclty."
Expressing fear that the
laity, the Church's "secret wea-

Moat Re\·. Walter W. Curtis

CKS and AED Sponsor
Emergency Med. Course!
81 Balpla JURer
There are many activities m
our campus wbJeh have as tbe1r
purpose the preparation of our
students for the future. We
have athletic activities to buDd
our bodies; social acth1tie:s to
aid us in our acquaintance with
the ways of people; spiritual activities to streDgthen our souls;
inte1Jectual aetivities to improve
our mlDds. And now we have a
)I II die a 1 &eII.HeIp TraIabII'
Como<.

As of three weeks ago, the
cardinal Key and the Pre-Medical Soclety, the A..E.D., began
co.sponsorlng this medical self·
help course for the beneflt of
the student body. It is not
meant to be a Drat aid course.
It Is a lpedal course under the
direction of the Civil Defense
that is desJgned to train aD individual to be prepared In the
event that a doctor 1s not available.
There are t~·o cha1rmen, Edward Trusclnskl from the Key
and Bob Dalton from the A.E.D.
They managed the advertising
and organized the setting up
of the course sessions. Thell
advertisement attracted fifty·
three students, although the
maximum had been originally
set at thirty. Of the Mty·three
there are no freahmen and very

few sophomores. The reason shock, nursing care, infant
given for this is that because and child care, and emergency
of the limited amount of space
. .
.~,
th
L_'_ chddblrth. The lectures are
f or mem"""" ......p,
e U>"CU&l.I~
•
•
.•
men decided to limit the adver- I gn'cn by qualified mdlvlduals on
tisemeDt to Regis and Campion, the subject to be discussed durexclusi,'ely; so that the upper ing that session. So far, Lt.
classes would have the oppor· Clarence Darrow has gi"en a
I
d h ".
.
tun:lty to join.
1be course itself consists ecture an t e .....monstratlon
of seven sessions on seven Mon- on artificial respiration. It is ex'
days between 7;.3() and 9;00 p.m. ~ted. that Dr. Gordon Jones
The course is usually siven in a Will give the lecture on emer·
nine week period; but because gency childbi~th.
of the limited amount of timc
After the seven sessions are
until the end of the school year, completed by the student. he
it was condensed into seven ses- shall receive a certification from
sions. The first session was held the Civil Defense stating that
on Mareh 21 and the last will he has participated in the
be held around the second week course and has completed it sueof May. The students that at- C<'ssfully. This will not only be
tend the sessions find that the a certiflctltlon but an aclmowltime is usually separated into edg(!J11ent that the student is
three parts; a movie dealing now prepared to handle an
spcciflcally with the subject emergency situtltion when a
which gives the student an tn- doctor Is not available.
troduction to. the subject, a
TI1crefore, because of the oblecture on the SUbject, aDd vlous advantages of this prothen. possibly, a demonstration gram, the Cardinal Key and
- if the subject allows for one. the A.E.D. hope to be able
So far the first two scsslons to offer this course next year
have dealt with radioactl"'e and to have it open to those
fallout and shelter, healthful of the student body who are inliving in emergencies, and ar- tercsted And it the course is
tiflclal respiration. In the fu· offered in the future, It is the
ture the sessions will deal with hope of the two organizations
bleeding and bandaging, frac- that all the student body will
ture and splinting, transporta- take the course for their own
tlon of the injured, bums. self improvement.
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Chris Black sal motionless in the deepening twilight of a
pre-Spring evening, watching the sun desccnd. It had been a
bilter day, and there was something very final about this particular sunset, something in the dark clouds on the horizon that
seemed to be forcing the sun from view. It was almost as if
they thought that if it were pushed down one more time it
would never ascend again.
Why twilight and darkness, he wondered. Why this constant struggle against the light by those objects which owed
their very existence to the Ught? Why was someone always
trying to force the sun down?
The Stag, March 24, page 5; "Vin Walsh stated that he
said this for one reason; because in a Catholic University there
is conunitment, and commitment destroys the search for truth."
True or false; interpretation or misinterpetaUon, sunrise or
sunset? Black wondered. He had been there, sat attentively
through the various presentations, tried to obtain the truth.
Had he fallen asleep at the crucial moment, or was his mistake
that he had remained a"'ake? Being awake is always dangerous.
.-\ copy of The CoektaU Party 18)' on the desk. opened and
half read, Black glanced at the page. rereading the underlined
passage. "But let me tell }'ou, that to approech the stranger
is to invite the unexpected, release a new force, or let the
genie out of the botUe. It Is to start a train of events beyond
your control"
Was the stranger here, on this campus, in this ckeed and
secure environment? Had someone approached him, let him in,
given him the key that unlocked our innermost fears and fallures, and was he now, at this very moment perhaps, pJayibg
with them, exposing and rearranging them at his pleasure'! Who
is the stranger in the house?
L'etrance.r; (Fr.) .~; outelderj aUea. An interesting
collection of meaning, each one more startling, more menacing
than the preceding onc; each one carrying with it the unImowD.
But where is the source of this unknown, this aboriginal terror?
Has it been carried here from some far off land, (Long Island
perhaps) or was it with us all the time, lying dormant beneath
the complacency of a secure generation?
Concerning little barbs; Black, now surrounded by the
pre-natal· darkness or the night. questioned the significance of
the cutting humor he had recently heard, and the violent
reaction to it. And he wondered if the barbs had missed their
mark so radicall)', why thc-y caused so much pain.
There had been much said in the preceding weeks about
negative criticism and the problem that always arose whether
or not it served a purpose. This was another pressing question:
again the question of sunrise or sunset; the tint steps of a new
spirit, or the death throes of an old, decrepit patient. It was so
hard to tell, so dillicult and painful to reach a decision that
contained any degree of certitude. Black wondered how so
many had been so quick to condemn when he himself could not
in honesty reach anything that approached a rationally valid
answer. The thought half..erossed his mind, but he dismissed It
rapidly, that perhaps those who condenmcd relled more on
emotions than on ratlontlt investigation.
What was it Emerson had said? "Perhaps too there might
be room for the exciters and monitol's: collectors of the heavenly
spark, with power to convey the electricity to others."
The Waste Land, T. S. EUot:
"April is the cruellest month, breeding
Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing
Memory and desire, stirring
DuD roots with spring rain."
-Black did not think he would sleep for some time.
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Gov't. Requests Late Mass;
Passes "Open Door" Policy

-

Bills to permit women into
the dorms on Sunday afternoon
and to ask the Litur&ica1 Com·
mission for a midnight Mass on
Sunday were two of the proposaIs passed at last Wednesday's Legislature meeting, the
ftna1 session before elections.
Lastin&: three and a baH
hours, the session proved to be
one of the most productive all
year with the Legislature approving all eleven bUls on the
agenda. two of them eonstitutiona! amendments.
In a brief discusslon on letling girls into the dorms, Ron

"To orient incoming freshmen with the Student Government.
toward the Student Government
Donald King was named DeW
as a body of importance," head of the Student Court's
James Nicksa suggested distrlb- legal stair to replace Frank
uting a pampblet on the nature Cunnlngbam, and John G1Jee.
of the Government to new stu- man was appointed to the lta1f.
dents..
In b1a bandal report. 1'r'euThe pamphlet will have three urer Thomu Finn reported promain divisions: U a short his- lib from the MardI Gras at
tory of the organizatioD. 2) a $1,750, giving the tf'ftlW')' a
Ust of members and 3) the total of $3,.812.
Government's constitution.. AI·
As Its tInaI act of the year
though the mention of a abort the Legislaturt' O«Icla1l;y thank.
history caused an outbunt of ed Vke-president IfcGoveru for
Marty MIlI'I"aJ' ~ 8~t OoYenuDeIIt
.aughter, the bill was approyed. his leadersb.lp and work OYer
tbe propoaJ of ..
p.m. . . . . _ s-dQ.
In conjuoctioo with the coo- the past year.
.ititutiooal changes regardlngl-~'------'------------------------------

Santora reported that the com

:ommittees. Paul Greeley aug·

I'

:::'ll~=."::.="lete'.vor ;~~:t~~=~::
Aftel'

the

bill's

propooen'

'n1Uee beads at least oaae a

CorneII 0 bserves upsurge'
TT
.
Olf A merlcan
.
aCI Ism
R~.

Bob Reilly remarked that "Fr. •nOllth.
McInnes thought It waa a fairly
Like other bills proposed this
<leeen' ,...." the mollon ....
~ to ... that .ll
approved easily with only one legislation approved is acted
"nay." It was pointed out, upon by the Executive Com·
Feeling, as he said. "like a
though, that an open door pol· mlttc!<! and the administration, prophet retunUnl to his own
icy, as used in m.u.ny other if necessary.
country," paciftst. Thomas CorA motion of Fred Lucey to
schools, would be enforced.
nell, an alumnus of Fairfield
The Idea of additional Masses place an ad for a stag in THE
Prep
and University, addressed
on Sunday was brought up by NEW YORK TIMES was
Marty Murray after he had passed, as was Thomas M oy- the gathering at the Gonzaga
spoken with Fr. Bertrand and lon's suggestion "that the S .G. Auditorium last Wednesday
Fr. Bresnahan. Originally the ask the Athletic Department to night, March 30. He came at
bill asked for 0. Mass al 4:30 look Into the possibility of start· the invitation of the sophomore
in the afternoon. Because this ing a freshman baseball team" clasa.
would interfere with collectiorn: next year.
Moderating the event was Fain nearby parishes, and an eveLarry Czajkowski's motion ther J. F. Bretnahan, 5.J. He inning Mass is so popular, one at ~hat the Student Court post the troduced Mr. Cornell as the
10 p.m. was selected.
procedure lor appealing parkin&: fonner manaa:tn& editor of tbe
As a result of the constltu- violations was also quickly apo Cadtollc WOI'Iulr and Pf'e8e11t
tional changes proposed by Ter· i;lroved.
publication director of the Cathry Smith, representation in the
Because "The Executive Com· ollc Peace Fellowship. The UniLegislature will be based on a mittce felt that they should run verslty'a endorsement of diaratio of I for every 35 students !mother activity on campus:' as logue wu eltabllshed and the
instead of the present 50.
Kevin McGovern said, the con- taUe bepn. Althougb It spread
In addition. the number of :lemned movie "Jules and Jim" into other at'eU. the lectttte
legislative committees was re- .vIU soon be shown on campus. centered about the topIc 01.
duced from six to four with tlu' It will be ro-sponsored with the American Paclftsm. pUt. presabolition of the steering and Film Society "to broaden our ent, aDd tuture and touched on
honors committees.
knowledge."
Christianity's fallure In reeogThe 0 the r constitutiona'
A review conunittee of An- nizing the need for refonn
amendment, suggested by Bob :hony Callahan, William Gulick throuahout the world.
Reilly, prevents the Govern- 3.Dd Michael Morrissey was also
In the lecture he attested to
ment's president from killing a >et up so that their work on the fact that padAIm Is on the
bill by merely returning it, un- .-evlsing the student handbook uJl5urge. He stated that the
".C·gned=--=--·_'_O_I_h_._,-,",,=--=--la_I_U_,,_.
w_·~_'_d_bo_ _
d""'
_ _Io
__""""
_ _nt_tion_·
__C_"'_lr_._'_CommlI_tee
__
Coo__

YO"'. "tis

MI'. Tbomu

lcicntious Objectors, in ChIcago, receives from thirty to
fifty C. O.'s per week. "That's
more than tbey used to let in
three months;' he said He also
mentioned a recent New York
anti-war parade and raUy wtdc:h
OOasted a participation at over
60.000.
He said that thert' exists an
increasingly large Catholk: eJe..
ment in this pacifist movement.
He attributes the upsurge of
Catholic pacillsm to the rUe in
the standards of education and
to the dissolution of the wa11I
tack every person and activity! of the Catholic ghetto. He also
Do W~ want uu. jaundJced eye stated that the pacIflst attitude,
Catholic and D<>rK:atbolk, was
to become a pennanent diIeue
enhanced by the Pope's ack.
&0 that it IXlJ,y 500ka one way
or at one side or the colD (tbeI'e
are two you know). Do we want
our graduates to be subject: to
litigation as the result 01 irA
responsible statements. cbarac.
leT defamations and the Uke?
Do we want our graduates to
be whole or halt men'!' Do we
The usual procedure of a stuwant them to attack solely for dent defending hlmself against
their own ego? Do we want a charge brought about by the
them to speak for tMmselves or complaint of a prefect, priest
just act as a paas·throush for or other school Administrator
others? You would do well Mr. was modified at last session of
Petry to do a little research on the Student Court. The new
the "settinc of the atqe" the 'ease involved Olle student bring.
actors inYOlved and the fact. lng another to court.
that these young men are gong
Although Previous "student
to fsee.a·few facts of Ute upon. vs. student·, cUes have appear.
gradUation and not Uve ill a ed in the court (e.g. tut y~ar
world of fantasy ... I aWl con· regarding the spread of mall.
tend that the article written c10us gossip), this was the fiI"!lt
by Frank Cunningham should time this year that such a case
never have been allowed to be has come up before the courts,
printed in the STAG (unmoder· and the first time that such a
ated and unguidedl.
case was open to the public.
Proleuor T, I. JI'IbpaQk:IL
The dispute arose when StuChaJrman at the Buainess
dent A had lent out a book
Deputment
taken out on b1a Ubrary card to

'___
ot

more letters • • •
To the Edjtor:

On Monday, April 18th [rom

IO a.m. to 5:30 pm. the Cardinal Key Society and Knights of

Columbus will co-sponsor their
Annual Spring Bood Bank. Our
quota is 300 pints. We surpassed
that total durin&: our raU Blooo
Bank amassing 324 pints contributed by the students. facul-

ty. and a number of residents
of the community, Now we are
l:alling upon the students and
faculty alone to bring about

To the Editor:
Walter Petry"s descTiptioD of
the functions (duties and obli·
gations) of a moderator is ac·
c:eptable to me. In the ease at
hand these functions were not
carried out hence my letter to
the moderator criticizing the
absolute irresponsibility of stu·
dent Frank Cunningham sup.
posedly under his moderation
and therefore control (at least

another successful Bank. We to the Qxtent of proper guldfeel sure that any committed anee).

individual will realize that It
is his obligation to society to
contribute blood during tllese
harrowing days of war in Viet
Narn. We aak each student
who is under 21 yean: of age
to take his permissJon slip home

over the Easter vacation, have
It signed by one of his parents,
and return with a smile of con·
viction to contribute. We are
looking forward to seeing each
student of Fairfield roll up his

sleeve and selflessly give.
Rkhard Molterl '86
Gerald F. P1bpab1ck

eo.charimen ..

I stated that students should
be allowed SOME freedom. Ap.
parenUy Mr. Petry believes
that there should not be any
.
restrictions at all. On tbl& point
I t1nnly disagree with him.
Society sets and/Ol" determines
the guidelines we must follow
or stay within. We are all aIlowed SOME freedom but not
ABSOLUTE in the sense Mr.
Petry would have it.
Mr. Petry, do we wish to
graduate responsibl~ or 1JTe.
sponsible men? Do we want
our graduates to wantonly at-

CorD~n

1

nowledgemeat of the worldwide peace movement.
He said that he aeetI Christian
vocation In terms of service _
In a giving of one~lf to others.
Furthermore, he belIeves that
a man cannot fulfUl this voca.
tion II he Is preoccupied with
tbe business of war. He does
not accept the validity of a ,Jaat
war on the grounds that national leaders, regardless of the
nobility of their basic alma. will
if the situation presents: Itself
use tmjust mellnll to end a war.
He then fell back upon SCripture by saying, "the seat of
non·vlolence Is more ill c0mmunion with the teaeh1nI 01 the
gospel." He did not, however.
quote any passages.
A question and answer period
followed the lecture. Most of
the questions were variations
of, "How do you justify your
pacifist position in sucb aDd
such a case." It seemed that bb:
defense was baaed eatirely OIl
subjectiveness. He aald that a
man should obey a law only if
be believes it to be just He
makes a special protest against
the recently passed law m.aldDg
it a criminal 01!'1!nSe to bum
one's draft card.
Before leaving, the guest
beld a lea formal dialogue with
the studenb in the Loyola
Lounge after the talk in the
auditorium.

Student vs. Student
Brought To Court
Student B, for academic pur.
poses. Student C had borrowed
the book from Student B and
had reCused or ignored t'equests
from Student A to return the
book.
In the meantlme,_.the book
had become overdue In the
brary. and, Student /t.;. over a
period or·months, realized that
the overdue fee was $10.10.
Student C refUSl!d to give Student A the money for the oVerdue. book, but through the decision of the Student Court, be
was t'equired to do such, and
will be given a work sanction.
such as helping in the library
for a number of weeks without
wa....
L KoIlIe..

u-
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Campion 4 Stuns Regis 2
Semi-fianl~

In Playoff
By Mike Bocchinl

Campion "'8 BUI Case)' drln~s towlU'd RoD Hadfield of RecU
HurUe aod Ke\"" Flt.zpatrick dJ8pla)' mb:ecI
espftlMlons.

:e ..

DeAn"

Campion 4 scored a shocking
86-69 upset win over second
ranked Regis 2 in order to gain
a brrth in the intramural P18Y~
ofT finals against top seeded
Campion 2. John Walsh, DennIs
Hurlie, and Bill Casey combined for 71 or the monsters
point total against the seniors.
Thili was in sharp contrast to
their performance in an earlier
Joss to the same squad in which
thC')· did not score a total of
double figures.
Neither squad could build a
lead in the firSt half wbkb
ended in a 3S-35 deadlock, but

Crack Fairfield Golf Team
Ready For Heavy Schedule
By PetoIll 0dIIIat

The Fairfield University golf
team, rated as the best bJ, the
school"s history, will partJclpate
in 12 matches and compete In
two tournaments durlJ1l the
1966 season. This was announced by athletic director, George
Bisacca, yesterday.
The club, coached by Rev.
James W. Ring, S.J., moderator
of athletics at the University,
retains virtually the same roster
as last year's successful team
which dropped only one match.
Heading the list of returning

veterans are lettermen Gerry
Chisholm, Cohasset, New York,
Tom Meehan and Dave Stanley
of Bridgeport and Dave Workus
of New Haven,
Chisholm and ne.....comer Joe
Paisa of Bridgeport, a sophomore, arc waging a keen battle
for the number one spot on the
club. Other veterans who are
expe<:tC!d to play major roles
during the scbedule are jWliors
Bill Rooney of Mamaroneck.
New York and Dick Maloney
of New Haven.
Father Ring said outstanding
newcomel's pressing for pasi-

Fencers Compete In
Brass City Tournament
On Saturda)' March 26, six
Fairfield fencers, Ken ShaiJer
Jr., Russ Panczenko, Mark Del
Mauro, Rip Mikochik, Ted Drab,
and Jim Ellsworth competed on
an individual basis In the annual Brass City (Waterbury)
Fencing Tournament, the largest meet of its kind in New
England with competitors coming from Mass.• Rhode Island,
New York, and Coan.
There are four classes in this
meet, Open, A. B, and C, which
are detennined by the Ama,
teurs' Fencing Leag'ue of
America, by the degree of ex·
perience or the individual, and
by college rankings.
Shailer finished 4th in the
Open class, the division in
which any amateur regardless
of rank may compete. He fenced
against sueh standouts as
Olympian, Ralph Spinella who

tions are Dave Ungua, a junior
from Windsor Locks returning
after a one year absence, senior
John Benedict of Thomaston,
and sophomores Mike Monta.
naro of Bridgeport. John Hamel
or Cohasset and BlII Condron.
Hamel is rankC!d as one of the
top prospects to join the Fair,:
field club. Fairfield will play its
two home matches on the Grassy Hills Country Club C'OI.lf"Se in
Orange.
The Stags will compete in the
Metropolitan Golf Association
Tournament at Wayne, New
Jersey beginning on May 3. The
club finished third in the evC'nt
In 1965.
Fairfield is also slated to par. I
. t he N C'w Eng land
Collegiate Golt Association tour·
.
neyat PartIan d, Mame,
on Ma)'
t~ pate m

12 13 11 will

k th
h
ftrst
- .attempt at
marcapturing
e sc New
00" s
was on campus earliel' in the England gold laurels.
school year to participate in
The Schedule
an exhibition sponsored by the
Club.
April 11, Hartford, away: 12,
Fencing in class A (eligible Southern Connecticut, away:
to those with up to thl"Ce years 18, Quinnipiac. home: 21, New
of experience) were Panczenko, Haven College, away: 26, New
Del Mauro, :i\tikochik, Drab, and Haven College, home. and 29,
Ellsworth. They fought hard and Marist, awa}'.
made an outstanding showing
Also, May 3, Metropolitan
v.ith only one school )'ear of Goll Ass 0 cia t ion Tourney,
traJning. Battling through the Wayne, N.J.; 5, Central Conpreliminary and 5emi-final necticut•. a\:vJ1Y: 9, SL Peter's,
rounds, Panczenko ond Del away: 12,·-N"ew England ColleMauro made it to the finals. glat(! Golf AssoCiation,. Port·
Del Mauro placed fourth and land, Me.; 13·, BridgePort: away;
Panczenko, who tied for first. 17, Wcsle)'"a.n, away: 18, Massad It
1 I
chusetts, away. and 19, Holy
fi . h-·
Cross, away.
rence-orr bou t b y on Iy t wo
ms ...... secon a er os ng a
touches.

the second stanza was all Campion 4. Dennis Hurtle (311 and
John Walsh (24) put on a show
with their downtown shooting
as Bill casey (16) and Peter
Smith completely dominated the
boards to vault the Monsters
into a commanding 11 point
lead. In an effort to gain the
ball rrom Campion 4's semirr~ze Regis 4 was forced to
foul the Monsters, who calmly
converted 15 of 18 attempts
from the line. It was a record
half and the)' stn!tched their
lead to 17. Kevin Fitzpatrick
and Ron Hadfield both put in
fine efforts for Regis 2 scoring
25 and 23 points respectively.
Before reaching the semi·
final game against Regis 2,
Campion 4 had to get past a
strong Regis 3 team which was
coming off a solid 8846 trouncing of the Bad Dogs of Campion 3.
The Monsters jumped Into an
8-2 lead but the Regis 3 squad
quickly C'rased this and went on
to a nine point half time advantage over the Monsters.
Regis 3 then scored the first
two baskets in the second half
and it looked as if the Monsters
were to be the victims of a secand Regis 3 rout. But John
Walsh·s scoring spree in the
ftnal minute brought Campion
4 to a one point \'ictol1' over
the Regis squad.

peration to get the ball, and
John converted the first haH of
a one and one to bring the
count to B().78.
With only two seconds showing on the clock, Duke Snyder
had a one! and one situation.
Under pressure AI hit the first
attempt, but the second hit the
front of the rim and Bill casey
swept the boards to Insure
campion 4's slim margin or victory.
Bill Lavin was high man in
the ball game with 30 points,
but once again it was Campion
4's balanced scoring which
proved decisive as Hurlie collected 23: Walsh, 18: Casey.
18: and Hamil, 10.
Regis 3 romped to an easy
88-46 vie!tory over Campion 3
to move into the playdowns.
Campion 3. minus their star
performer, AI Sm:ith, used stall
tactics early in the contC!St. It
completely bacldired as Regis
3's tough defcmse continually
picked off passes for lay-ups.
Shawn Lavin hit six for six in
the first eight minutC's to pace
the Juniors to a 19-2 lead.
It was all anti-climactic from
this point. AI Snyder's 16 point
performanCe! paced Regis 3 to a
43-18 half time lead_
The second half saw Regis
outscore the! sophs 45-28 to complete the! rout. Al Snyder tallied
32 while the Lavin brothers,
Trailing by 78-74 with less Bill and Shawn, hit for 21 and
than one minute left, Gramps 16 for RC'gis. Vin Renzoni was
Walsh drove the length of the high for Campion 3 with 17.
court ror a three l)Oint play.
Seconds later, Bill Casey denccted a Regis 3 pass into the
hands of Walsh, who drO\'e in
for another two pointer to put
the Monsters ahead for the ftrst PRESCRIPTIONS
time since the contest's opening
SUPptlES
SUNDRY NEEDS
minutes. In the final seconds

;=============
ARNOLD'S

Fairfield Shop...... e.m..
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GREEN COMET
DINER

BRIDGEPORT
MOTOR INN
King' Highw.y, Rt•. t A
oit 14 CO.....dicut Turnpa.

"TOPS IN TOWN"

90 Kinq, Highway Cutoff
Fairfield, Conn
368·Q47 I

Take Connecticut Thruway
Exib 23 or 24

367-4404
A CONVENIENT STOP
FOR YOUR FRIENDS
AND RELATIVES

Just 5 Minutes from Campus
Recommended by AAA

I~:~::~=======;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~

Considering the boy's excellent perfonnances as freshman, one can foresee a topnotch Stag fencing team in
the years to come.

Your shirts Ire now
protected with exclusive

BunON-ON
DEODORIlIN6

Travel Sale~ Help Wanted
To sell for "ationa~ly known Travel Agency in
your spare time. Write Vacations Internatio"al. Inc., 670 State Street, Bridgeport,
Connecticut 06603 for personal interview in
your area,

CLEAU" • TAlLO••
1580 Post Road

Oflnter PlaZa 266·1068

Specially processed, your shirts
will now absorb and kill
perspiration odors
all day long!
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Stag Baseball Team
forcing anoUicr run before hc
retired the side.
The Stags rallied In the ninth,l ,,,

{Jootlnued from Pap 10

Stagland

By Paul DaPes
iJ
ning Clrina his wild pitch
allowed Gillen to score Fail'·
but as in U1e Providence game, I'
field's fifth and final run.
I'm sure there is little need to remind any loyal
fell short of tying the score.
Providence won the battle of
With one out, Hurlie ~ached Stag follower that this year's basketball team was the
the bats. collecting 16 hits to
first on an error and Paul greatest in Fairfield's history despite the fact that the
five for the Stags. First baseGarstka singled. Pete OdIum team was overlooked by the N.J.T. selection comman Jim Petteruti had a persingled to fI.ll the bases. Pinch mittee, etc. However, I hope that the following few
fect day for the Frian with
hiUer Ted Symeon walked forcfour singles and a double. Fairing In a run and Jack Gilsenan bits of news will put somewhat of a damper on any
field's Pete Gillen led the Stag
delivered a two run single. unpleasant memories.
oft'ensive with three rbi's on
Skoczylas walked refilling the
Althoua:b the word ia .till unofficial, fint prep.r.·
two hits.
bases bringing the potential
1be game goes on the b.>oks
tiona
are underway and, in all probability, the 1966-67
tying run up to the plate. Reas a loss but in manv ways was Ted Symeoa - .ee of the lief pitcher Vining, U.B.'s 4th Staa: buketball team will play in the Queena City
a victory for the te!am and Stac mound stair.
pitcher of the afternoon, got TOW'IlaIDent on December 29th aDd 30th iD: BuBalo,
Fairfield fana. The club showed
nesi's
double
brought
in
two
Vin L'Esperance to hit a come- New York. Expected to rouad out the four team field
the kind of fine poise and abiliand gave U.B. its third th~ backer on a 3-2 pitch to end are Caniaiua, Seton Hall and Loyola of New Ort.......
ty wlUch can only result in
ron inning of the game.
the game.
Again tbi. ia not final but Coach George Biaacca has
future victories.
A tired arm and the cold
Larry Cirina had two hits, .ia:ned the contract of acceptance and it HeIDI th.t
forced Kovacs out of the game and two RBI's, Dennis Hurlie only the lUual amouDt of red tape .taDeb in the way
and the Stags found thc new had two hits, and Jack Gilse- of a defia.ite commibnent.
pilcher Rich Lawless a welcome nan drove in two to pace the
A few weeks ago I mentioned the possibility of a
By lobn C_dhlo
sight. Consecutive walks to Stags. BoUi Matt Jacoby and
game
in the Garden and although again still unoffiIn the U.B. game, pitcher Pete Gillen and Dennis Hurlie John O'Keefe turned in fine reyour
best bet is that Fairfield will meet St. Bonacial,
Frank Maloney was worked and a wild pitch placed Stag lief appearances for Fairfield.
venture on February J 6th of next year in Madison
hard since he threw a total of runners on second and third
Rich Veronesl was four for
Square Garden.
41 pitches in the lint inning. After Dan Gatti struck out, four with four RBI's to lead the
After a single and two walks Larry C1r!na cracked a double Purple KnIghts..
\Vho knows. Perhaps the previously mentioned
loaded the bases, Rich Ve~ up thc alley to put Fairfield
The major problem faced by events will be just the springboard we need to gain
nes! doubled in two runs. An- on the scoreboard. Two more the Stags this year has been all the recognition that so many people think we
other run came across on a walks to Paul Garstka and AI inexperience and lack of con- deserve.
ftelder's choice to up the margin Vestro fllle-d the bases and sistency. Coach Dan Cook is
If you were fortunate enough to be watching
10 ~ In U.B.'s favor.
brought In another U.B. pitcher, hopeful that rough spots will
Again in thc 3rd Inning two Jim Thomas. Thomns also had be ironed out in time for to- your television last Saturday night you saw the taped
walks had the Stags In the hole. troublc finding the plate! as he day's encounter with L.I.U. at game between the New England All-Stars and the
greater Boston-Worcester All-Stars played earlier in
Catcher Pete! Borella quickly
'_'S_~_'_'_"_'
_Zec
__
the week. It was of special interest to Fairfield fans
took advantage by doubling in
because our own Mike Branch participated. Mighty
both runners. Pitcher Jack KoMike, playing less than half the contest, nevertheless
vaes' single drove Borella home
provided the spark which carried the New England
giving U.& a six ron advantage
club
to a come from behind victory. Mike pumped in
Fairfteld's hopeful tennis team OpposlUon handily and looked
and Maloney out of the ball23
points
to walk off with scoring honors but was
game. Matt Jacoby came In to opened Its season on Monday very impressive.
nipped
by
Rhode Island's Steve Shubin for the MVP
put out the fire for the Stags. with a resounding 7-2 thumping
Lone losses came In the
award.
A two out error by usually of the!ir rivals from St. Peter's singles as Ed Carlson lost 6-4.
fine fielding shortstop Dennis College.
4-6, 6-4 and Dlarlle Cullen was
Another tribute to Mike's performance is reHurlle opened the noodgates,
The! doubles teams of captain bested 6-love, 6-lave.
flected by the fact that he ranked tenth in the nation
allowing the Purple Knights to Kent Huff and Kevin Ryan, Bill
The team plays its next this past season in rebounding.
score three more runs in the and Steve! Smith, and Ben Hill match against the University of
Once again loyal Stags showed their enthusiasm
sixth. Once again, Rich Vero- and Matt Doyle defeated the Bridgeport on March 18.

Bridgeport

IW_._lk_""__

_S_k_=_Y_'._,_,

k_,_noo_rt_FJo_'_d_.

_

Racketrnen Defeat 51. Peter's

SPORTS PERSONALITY
By Tom Hennekf'llli
Tom Peddicord is the hard-

nosed co-captain of Fairfield's
consistent Rugby Club. He
plays the game "strictly for the
love of the sport" and together
with Otubby Jay KIrwin has
provided the "Big Red" with
leadership of a high quality.
Tom Is generally introVerted
but wvnistakenly confident regarding the success of the club.
"Considering our siZe! and limited experience we're definitely
one of the best. We've! more
than held our own against the
bigger clubs and have rolled it
up against teams our size." Last
week's 16-0 victory over an
equally small St. Joseph's club
seems to validate Tom's feelings.

''Peddicord comes to play"
accord1ng to co-captain K1rwtn.
"He I.s neither looking for glory
or herolC!ll - only for victory"
according to the freckled-faced
junior.
Tom would like a shot at

MAJ(EUP

camm

s---..
BROADWAY TUTORING
SCHOOL
" Howe SfrMt
New H.VM, Conn.

-

played a major role in teaching
the inlricate phasps of the game!
to the e!ager and tough Tuggers.

last Sunday evening by turning out for the dinner
honoring the basketball team. The event formally
brought to a close the 1965-66 basketball season but
it should not by any means terminate student support
for athletics at Fairfield. There are spring sports such
as baseball, rugby, track. golf, and tennis which benefit greatly from enthusiastic student support.

Those who turned out in the cold for the baseball
game against Providence. and in the rain for last
Saturday's rugby game demonstrated a sincere inPeddicord has also been an terest which we hope will continue throughout the
intramural football standout at remainder of the spring season.

1-========================

Fairlield.
hastobeen
for
three He
years
the selected
all-star II
squad while playing outstandingly at the guard position. According to Tom "any success
that I've had in sports must be
attributed to two friends - Dan
Gatti and Kevin Ahearn. Dan
stressed the desire to win at all
costs while Kevin took me! under his wing and taught me the
finer points of football and rugby."

TOM PEDDICORD

COLLEGE EXPENSES

Tom is an English major with
asplraticns of attending law
school nexl year. He is especially devoted to maintaining:
good grades while displaying a
keen athletic interest. His beautiful beachside home Is often lit
through the night with Tom in
pursuit of higher learning.

Notre Dame or one of the other
publicized Rugby powers. He
feels that balance has played a
major role in the success that
the! ruggers have enjoyed up to
now. Special credit is given by
Peddicord to the freshmen
Torn's outstanding leadership
whose great interest has exand
-rugged discipline has been
panded the traditional one good
tcam Into three respectable instnD'nental In the success of
the Rugby Club throughout the
clubs.
season. Future success for the
Much of the improvement of club wiD undoubtedly parallel
late is attributed by Tom to the continued unRltIsh example
Mr. Peter McDavitt - a fonner and superb athletic prowess
Cambridge Rugby player who such 81 thal which Tom Peddi·
has volunteered his coaching e!ord has manifested In his hlghservices. Mr. McDavitt has ly successful career.

fu CASH TO PAY
Don't give up school if funds are
short-you and your family are welcome to borrow at M&F (even if you're
not depositors). M&F Personal Loans
are low in cost, easy to carry, quick
to arrange. Free life insurance
included. (A loan of $2000 costs
$94.15 a month over 24 months.)

MECHANICS a FARMERS 1lliD9I BANK
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OOLF AT HARTFORD

BASEBALL GAME

April 11th

at 1.. I. U.

Away

3:00 P. M. Today

THE STAG

'''' Ten

An

April 6, 1966

"A" Team Clips Hawks
"B" Ruggers Tie, 0-0
had one man to beat but was
a mere step too slow. However,
after the tackle the ball popped
loose and was scooped up by
Mike Fox who scampered in
for the score. The con\'erslon
attempl was wide.
As the game progressed Fair.
field maintained their attack.
Jim Nicksa starred in his fuU_
back capacity, constantly kick
ing the ball downfield for the
pressing Big Red. Bob Smith
made good on a penalty kick
to up the score to 6.().
Freshman Jack Navaro made
:::...:"'=:::.ro:m~=_:y:w=u,~o:u:::..-=:::.--~ a favorable impression in his
first A assignment. He ran well
By Ray MeDennoU
St. Joseph's of Philadelphia,
met their fate on the rugby
field last Saturday. TIle Fairfield's A team crushed Saint
Joe's 16-0 and the Fairfield B
team was held to a scoreless
tie in spite of their being on the
move throughout the game.
The first minutes of the A
game were duUcd by both teams
bogging down in line--outs. Once
the game did get going it was
Fairfield thal dominated the
Ilction. The first exciting play
was a breakaway run by Doug
C·
If
3O.~
C,·.-,·

,

t

unldenUfied Slag Is Cllught in the midst or br ID~ oK'

down a St. Joc's ru-er In SllturollY's game.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•~•

Stag Ba seball Team
. rs U. B "
ria
F,
.D owned B.J
,. •
~'\f

By .Paul Dupe.
dence base runners honest ane to left with two out to push
Two hundred Fairfield fans his perfect throw to Pete Gillen Fairfield out In front 2-1.
tolerated the cold weather last nailed a thieving Friar cold al
The Friars came back in lhe
Friday to watch a game that second base in the third inning. eighth and with two out and

was close for 8 !rUlings before
Providence threatened with
Providence out-ralUed the Slags another lead olf triple in the
and sent them down to a 7-5 fifth but again Symeon refused
defeat in their intial game of to be rattled.. He sent the next
three batters down in order,
the ..aoon.
Ted Symeon pitched seven two by the "K" route.
and two thirds innings for the
The Stag infield sparkled in
Stags and scattered thirteen the sixth inning when, with
hits. giving up only two earned Friars on first and second, a
runs. Only Symeon's clutch smash to shortstop Dennis Hurpitching and tine defensive per- lie was converted into a double
formanees by center fielder play, Hurlie to Gillen to Walsh.
Larry Cirina and shortstop
The game was still stalematDemUs Burlle averted a worse ed going into the seventh but
defeat.
with two out and a man on
Providence opened the first second Providence broke the
two innings with doubles, but ice. Third baseman Ed SkOC2)'ISymeon retired the side both as took a routine grounder and
times, strikJng out the last two o\'erthrew first base allowing
men in the first.
the first score of the game.
Larry Cirina reached first
'nle Stags retaliated as Provibase in the second inning on dence pitcher Don Henderson
a single and again in the fourth split walks to Skoczylas and
on an error only to be stranded Symeon with a base hit by
there both times.
Pete Odium to fill the bases.
Paul Garstka kept the Provi- Pete Gillen then rapped a single

two on Dick Giannoti singled
home the tying run. Henderson
followed up with a single to
right driving in the go-ahead
run and ending Symeon's
mound stand. Matt Jacoby
came up and made the third
out.
Jacoby had trouble in the
ninth and the Friars pushed
across four more runs on three
walks, a wild pitch and three
singles.
It seemed hopeless with two
out in the last of the ninth but
Garstka singled and the Providence center fielder dropped
Frank Mahoney's fly ball. Pete
Gillen took advantage of the
OPi>OrtutUty and singled to
left driving in another run.
After issuing passes to Hurlie
and Gatti, Henderson was relieved by Jim Jones, ace of the
Providence mound staft'. Before
Jones put out \he fire by fanConUaued GO Pace 9

I
~:::tt:e'Jr~,:~I\:~:l~
score but Nicksa was downed

"Tlpy" Boote &pother ODe

just short of paydirt. Wing Pat
half Jacked spectator pleasure
Scully provided the fans with
bceause the action was stunted
a display of his agility, running by many calls by the stringon both hondo .nd I... Ihrough
cnt referee. Bright spots on
lhe opposition.
the B squad were the play of
Fairfield's success in the first Willy Budd, Bill Cosgriff and
half was attributed to posses- Flush Connolly.
sion play. Scoring was restrictThe second half saw a much
ed only bceause the backs
more fired up and alert Fairtended to try and run the ball
field team take the field. Both
on their own against the weakforwards and backs became
er opposition.
very aggressive In pursuit of a
The second hair witnessed a score. Several near scores came
resurgence of ellort by Fair- as Fairfield kept St. Joe's alfield. 'Tiny" Smith blocked a most entirely on their defenkick which was handled by sive half 01 the field. Both Rick
Scull)' and Tim Rabbitt before Fuller and Denny Nunan were
Fox took it in for lhe score. denied scores on account of
Smith then converted with a trivial errors.
perfect kick to make the score
Two painfuU injuries removed
ll.(). Joe Sikorski continued
stalwarts Flush Connolly and
winning the IineoolS for FairGreg Polzer from the game
field and Navaro maintained the
but the two man shortage only
one-sided attack with his ball
served to intensify the Red's
handling.
desire for a score. However
TIle game ended on a happy they were frustrated by their
note as serum-half Mike Fox hasty aggressiveness and a ftnal
ran right through the defense, attempt by Tom Hennekens
and up "the hill," to score his went unrealized as he was
third try. Bob Smith, despite stopped short inches from the
an injured ankle, converted to goal line by a host of tacklers.
make the final score 16.0.
At the final whistle the game
The B game was largely a was still netted at the 0-0 count.
kicking contest in the first
The club is next slated to
half. SL Joseph's elfcctively travel to Philadelphia on April
used the long kick to apply the 23 to meet an extremely strong
pressure initially. The first Villanova club.

C- Men Win It AII;
Down Campion - 4, 61-53

Larry Olrlaa, whose hitting has been a bright spot in the
CUg loose durlne last Frida)". came a.ga.IIdt

St&c ollen.e,
Provldenee,

The C·men of Campion 2
proved their claim as the number one intramural basketball
power lor the second time last
Monday night They triumphed
over the anxious Campion 4
team 61-53 Clnd now reign as
both league and playoff champions.
Campion 4 opened the scoring
in what proved to be a sloppy
first half as both teams committed turnovers due to poor
passing. The Cmen were ahead
by four when they went to

their second team for a breather. However, the Monsters out·
scored lhe campion crew 8-2
and quickly put an end to that
tactic. Campion 4 Jed 25-20 at
halftime.
In lhe second half Campion 2
took advantage of a Campion
4 cold spell from the ftoor and
with 17 minutcs left went out
in front to stay. The C-men
seemed to rise to the occasion
and held their lead as they
walked all with the victory.
Especially outstanding for

Campion 2 was Pat Scully who
provided the C-men with strong
rebounding and Bm Palmer who
played a superb defensive game
game. Palmer held a formerly
red hot Dennis Hurlie to a
mere three points before he
left the game with a few minutes remaining.
SeuUy led the Campion 2 attack with 15 points while Palmer and Odium netted 13 each.
Bill Casey had a game high 01
16 for the losers, followed by
John Hamel (3), and John
Walsh (1]).

